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Abstract 

 

With more than 15 trillion wire bonds produced annually and volume still growing the reliability and 
productivity of wire bonding makes it the dominant chip interconnection method. Estimated wire bond 
interconnection volume exceeds 90% of market share. But that does not mean that rigorous attention to 
details can be ignored. New products must be fully qualified and periodic testing of the weld intermetallic is 
an important part of assuring high quality bonds. Process changes, materials changes and tool changes 
must all be tested and reliability confirmed. Long-term aging studies using accelerated high temperature 
storage, thermal cycling and temperature/humidity tests are not only initial qualification requirements but 
should be a part of any review when materials s and encapsulation changes are required. 

Wire bonding is a welding process where an intermetallic weld nugget (an alloy of the wire and the bond 
pad or substrate surface) is formed by the deformation of the ball or wire (wedge bonding).  Ultrasonic 
energy unlocks easy slip mechanisms within the crystal lattice of the deforming materials allowing 
deformation at lower force and temperature than the materials would otherwise require for deformation. 
Deformation mixes the wire and substrate to form the initial bond. Subsequently diffusion allows the mixture 
to resolve into the equilibrium compounds of the phase diagram. The intermetallic compounds each have 
different physical properties and behavior. During the life of a wire bond it is normal for transformations to 
occur, where one intermetallic transforms to another because diffusion has increased (or decreased) the 
concentration of one of the elements. Transformations can generate large strains in the lattice structure, 
even resulting in bond failures at the interface between adjacent intermetallic compounds. 

This talk will discuss the ultrasonic welding mechanism and its effect on wire bond reliability. 
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